To what extent are evolutionary outcomes determined by a population's recent environment, and to what extent do they depend on historical contingency and random chance? Here we apply a unique experimental system to investigate evolutionary reproducibility and path dependence at the protein level. We combined phage-assisted continuous evolution with high-throughput sequencing to analyze evolving protein populations as they adapted to divergent and then convergent selection pressures over hundreds of generations. Independent populations of T7 RNA polymerase genes were subjected to one of two selection histories ("pathways") demanding recognition of distinct intermediate promoters followed by a common final promoter. We observed distinct classes of solutions with unequal phenotypic activity and evolutionary potential evolve from the two pathways, as well as from replicate populations exposed to identical selection conditions. Mutational analysis revealed specific epistatic interactions that explained the observed path dependence and irreproducibility. Our results reveal in molecular detail how protein adaptation to different environments, as well as stochasticity among populations evolved in the same environment, can both generate evolutionary outcomes that preclude subsequent convergence. directed evolution | evolutionary biology | tape of life S tephen J. Gould famously hypothesized that if the "tape of life"-the long evolutionary trajectory that has led to present life on earth-were rewound and played again, the outcomes would be very different (1) . Different evolutionary outcomes could arise from mutational stochasticity (random chance) or from differences in past selection environments (selection history). Adaptation to a common environment can theoretically restore the similarity of evolutionary outcomes by consistently enriching for a subset of these mutations, resulting in evolutionary convergence.
Several studies have investigated the reproducibility of evolution by evolving parallel populations from an identical ancestral state. Although phenotypic outcomes are often similar, the underlying genetic changes frequently differ across populations (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Identical genetic outcomes occur more frequently when fitness hinges on the performance of very few genes, as with the evolution of small phages with only a handful of genes (13, 14) , cellular traits determined by a single gene (15, 16) , and especially for single proteins evolved in vitro (11) . Indeed, biochemical explorations of all hypothetical evolutionary trajectories from a single starting sequence to a known evolutionary endpoint (11, 12, (17) (18) (19) (20) have demonstrated that there are many more accessible paths to genotypes involving mutations scattered across the genome (21) than those with a similar number of mutations concentrated in a single gene (8) . These results have led to suggestions that replaying the tape of life for protein-encoding genes might be surprisingly repetitive (8) .
If parallel protein evolution frequently yields similar or identical outcomes, what conditions are sufficient to cause distinct ancestral populations to converge on similar solutions? Despite the importance of this question for the predictability of evolutionary outcomes in common environments, only a handful of experiments have directly or indirectly examined the ability of adaptation to overcome historical differences. These studies have observed high phenotypic convergence for Escherichia coli populations initially separated by genetic drift (2), limited genetic convergence among two ribozyme populations initially evolved with or without a denaturant (10) , and no genetic convergence among moderately related phages adapted to high temperature (14) . No experiments have directly examined the extent to which closely related protein-encoding genes can undergo convergent genetic and phenotypic evolution. Systematically investigating evolutionary convergence will require a method capable of generating protein populations with a desired level of divergence, then subjecting them to convergent selection pressures over hundreds of generations.
We hypothesized that our recently developed phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) system (22) could serve as an experimental platform for the investigation of protein evolutionary convergence and reproducibility in a continuous format, without concern for secondary fitness effects caused by host genome mutations. During PACE, host E. coli cells continuously dilute an evolving population of ∼10 10 filamentous bacteriophages in a fixed-volume vessel (a "lagoon"). Dilution occurs faster than cell division but slower than phage replication, ensuring that only the phage can accumulate mutations. Each phage carries a protein-encoding gene to be evolved instead of a phage gene (gene III) that is required for infection. Phage encoding active variants trigger host-cell expression of gene III in proportion to the desired activity and consequently produce infectious progeny, but phage encoding less-active variants produce less infectious progeny that are diluted out of the lagoon.
Because PACE allows protein populations to be evolved in parallel over hundreds of generations under controlled mutation and selection conditions, it can be used to systematically investigate the evolutionary convergence and reproducibility of proteinencoding genes in a manner previously restricted to entire genomes. We recently demonstrated that PACE can experimentally explore the effects of mutation rate and selection stringency on evolutionary outcomes (23) . In this work, we used PACE to experimentally address the following questions: (i) If initially identical enzyme populations are subjected to distinct selection pressures before converging toward a common evolutionary goal (Fig. 1A) , will they evolve a common set of amino 
Results
Design of Two Selection Pathways. To study the incidence of evolutionary convergence during protein evolution, we designed two selection pathways that subject T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) to selection pressure schedules with a common beginning and ending but that are otherwise distinct. Both pathways begin with phage encoding the wild-type T7 RNAP gene, which recognizes the T7 promoter with a high degree of sequence specificity (24) , and diverge by demanding recognition of either the T3 or SP6 promoter, both of which are orthogonal to one another and to the T7 promoter in nature (25) . Each pathway proceeds through a series of evolutionary "stepping stones" that introduce several nucleotide changes at a time ( Fig. 1 B and C) . The two initial stepping-stone promoters were designed such that wild-type T7 RNAP has enough activity on the T7/T3 and the T7/SP6 promoters to support robust plaque formation. We found that wild-type T7 RNAP retained ∼20% activity and supported phage propagation on each of two hybrid promoters in which all of bases were changed to the T3 promoter except −11G, or to the SP6 promoter except for −8C and −9T (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). These three nucleotides have previously been identified as the primary determinants of T7 vs. T3 (25) (26) (27) (28) and T7 vs. SP6 promoter specificity (25, (29) (30) (31) . The selection schedule for both pathways begins with 24 h of selection using host cells that demand recognition of the first hybrid promoter, 24 h of selection on a 1:1 mixture of host cells containing the first hybrid promoter and host cells containing the intermediate target (either T3 or SP6), and 48 h of selection on the first intermediate target (Fig. 1B) .
After 96 h of evolution (∼100 phage generations), the two separate pathways then converge by requiring recognition of the same "final" promoter, a hybrid of the T3 and SP6 promoters in which 12 of 23 positions are altered relative to the starting T7 promoter. Starting with a sample from each of the 96-h populations, we performed PACE for 24 h on host cells that require recognition of the second hybrid promoter (either T3/final or SP6/final, which again contain all changes except those at either the −11 or the −8/−9 positions), then for 24 h on a mixture of host cells harboring the second hybrid promoter and the final promoter, and finally for 48 h on host cells that contain only the final promoter. To evaluate evolutionary stochasticity and reproducibility, we performed evolution in four replicate populations for each pathway. Replicate populations were housed in separate lagoon vessels that were diluted with the same host cell culture at a flow rate of 2 volumes per hour, ensuring that the selection histories of sibling populations were as similar as possible. Throughout the experiment, all eight populations were subjected to a mutation rate that is ∼100-fold higher than the basal E. coli mutation rate by inducing a mutagenesis plasmid with arabinose (22) . In total, each of the eight populations was continuously evolved for 192 h, representing ∼200 phage generations for the average surviving phage in each population (22) .
Evolved Population Phenotypes. At the end of each step of the evolution, lagoons contained phage populations of 10 8 to 10 9 pfu/mL. To measure the phenotypic fitness of evolved clones at the middle and end of each experiment, we subcloned T7 RNAP genes from ∼20 randomly chosen phage from each population into an E. coli expression vector after 96 and 192 h of evolution and quantified transcriptional activity on different promoters using a luciferase assay. Evolved RNAP populations at each time point possessed 13-250% average activity on their respective target promoters relative to that of wild-type T7 RNAP on its native T7 promoter, which is 100% by definition ( Fig. 2 A-C). Wild-type T7 RNAP has no detectable activity (< ∼1%) on the T3, SP6, or final promoters in this assay.
We selected a subset of individual clones from 96 h and 192 h that span the range of observed activities to assay on the T7, T3, SP6, and final promoters. At 96 h, clones from each pathway were very active on their respective T3 promoter (16-260% average activity) ( Fig. 2A ) or SP6 promoter (66-113% average activity) (Fig. 2B ), but exhibited minimal or no detectable activity on the promoter of the other pathway ( Fig. 2 A and B, and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A and B), demonstrating strongly divergent evolved phenotypes at 96 h.
By 192 h, clones from both pathways exhibit > 10% average activity on the T7, SP6, and final promoters, but lower activity on the T3 promoter (Fig. 2C , and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 C and D), suggesting that recognition of the T3 promoter and the final promoter are mutually exclusive. Variants from the T3 pathway lost most of their ability to recognize the T3 promoter as they evolved activity on the final promoter, and six of the eight assayed 192-h T3 pathway variants also gained significant SP6 promoter activity even though these clones were never explicitly selected to recognize the SP6 promoter (Fig. 2C ). The two variants from the T3 pathway assayed that did not gain SP6 activity also lost T7 activity and exhibited robust activity only on the final promoter (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C , variants T3-192-2-3 and T3-192-3-14). Variants from the SP6 pathway maintained their ability to recognize the SP6 and T7 promoters while acquiring final promoter activity (Fig. 2C) .
Significantly, the 192-h evolved clones from the T3 pathway exhibited an average of ∼three-to fourfold lower average activity on the final promoter than those from the SP6 pathway (Fig. 2D) . This activity difference suggests that the two pathways differed in their ability to evolve high levels of final promoter activity. Moreover, the average activity of assayed clones evolved within sibling populations that experienced identical selection histories also varied by up to 11-fold (e.g., SP6 population 2 vs. SP6 population 3) (Fig. 2C) , indicating that even within the same pathway, evolutionary stochasticity was a strong determinant of phenotypic outcome.
Additional Evolution Does Not Resolve Differences in Evolved Activity
Levels. To test whether these activity differences between pathways and within each pathway reflected populations that were still evolving, we subjected all eight populations to an additional 24 h of PACE on the final promoter under increased selection pressure at a high flow rate of ∼3.5 volumes per hour, corresponding to ∼40 additional generations per population. This additional evolution allowed SP6 population 1 to evolve final promoter activity levels comparable to SP6 populations 3 and 4, but did not significantly alter the average final promoter activities of the T3 pathway populations (Fig. 2D and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). These results suggest that some populations reached local fitness maxima by 192 h and indicate that pathway-specific differences in phenotypic outcome persist even after many generations of convergent selection pressure.
Evolved Population Genotypes. We sequenced five to eight complete clones from each of the eight populations at both the 96-h and 192-h time points, including those that had been assayed on the full panel of promoters (SI Appendix, Figs. S4-S8) . Additionally, we submitted each population to high-throughput sequencing (HTS) at a coverage level sufficient to identify mutations at frequencies of 2.5% or greater to obtain a more comprehensive picture of sequence variation during evolution (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 and Dataset S1). We used the HTS data to calculate the average diversity of the populations and the number of unique and average mutational compositions within each pathway (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 A and B) , all of which tended to increase over the course of the evolution. We also analyzed the HTS data using F ST , a widely applied measure of population differentiation that estimates the variation between populations (32) (SI Appendix, Fig. S10C ). Finally, we constructed phylogenetic trees using the single clone data (SI Appendix, Figs. S11 and S12) .
At 96 h, the four populations from the T3 pathway evolved a variety of mutations that we previously observed (22) to confer T3 promoter-recognition activity, including E222K, G542V, V574A, and N748D. The SP6 pathway at 96 h evolved a different set of predominant mutations, including V685A and Q758K/R, in addition to E222K.
At 192 h, the T3 pathway populations evolved a variety of additional mutations not observed at 96 h, including E643K (two of four populations), R756C (three of four populations), Q758K/R (four of four populations), and H772R (three of four populations), and all four SP6 pathway populations enriched R756C (four of four populations). Although N748D, a mutation known to facilitate recognition of the −11 nucleotide in the T3 promoter (26) , was highly enriched during the T3 pathway evolution, this mutation did not significantly enrich in the four populations from the SP6 pathway at 192 h, even though the final promoter contains the same nucleotide at position −11, strongly suggesting that N748D is preferred during the T3 pathway. R756 and Q758 interact directly with the template DNA strand at the −8 and to recognize the SP6 promoter (25) . Collectively, these results reveal that despite many generations of evolution on the same final promoter, each pathway by 192 h evolved sets of mutations that were distinct from those that evolved in the other pathway (Fig. 2E) .
We also observed striking genotypic differences between sibling lagoons in the same pathway. For example, F646L was present at an abundance of 97% of SP6 pathway population 3 by 192 h, but was found in ≤ 3% abundance in the other three SP6 pathway populations. Similarly, V574A was present in 74% of T3 pathway population 2 at 192 h, but virtually absent from the other three T3 pathway populations at 192 h (Fig. 3A) . These observations establish that stochasticity can strongly limit evolutionary reproducibility, even among populations surviving many generations of evolution under identical selection histories.
Functional Dissection of Key Mutations. To understand the functional significance of some of the most highly enriched mutations from the two pathways, we chose four representative clones from the 192-h time point (two from each pathway) and analyzed the role of the most abundant mutations. First, we incorporated each of the mutations (E222K, V685A, F646L, N748D, R756C, and Q758K) into wild-type T7 RNAP. No single mutation significantly altered the promoter specificity profile of T7 RNAP, which exhibits no significant activity on the T3, SP6, or final promoters, although some mutations resulted in a loss of T7 promoter activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S13 ). We then reverted each mutation in the four evolved clones back to the wild-type amino acid and assayed the resulting clone's complete promoter activity profile (SI Appendix, Fig. S14) .
Reversion of E222K, present in all four clones from both pathways, results in a global loss of activity across all promoters assayed, regardless of the genetic background, demonstrating that this pathway-independent mutation is required to maintain high activity levels. Consistent with its high enrichment at the end of the evolution in both pathways, reversion of R756C results in decreased activity on the final promoter, but either negligible or increased activities on the T7, SP6, and T3 promoters. Reversion of N748D, the T3 pathway-preferred mutation that contacts the −11 position of the promoter, in a T3 variant that lacks R756C results in a loss of final promoter activity and a gain of SP6 promoter activity. N748D largely excludes recognition of the SP6 promoter, but is critical for final promoter activity in the absence of R756C. Surprisingly, reversion of Q758K/R in either T3 or SP6 pathway variants results in a complete loss of both SP6 and final promoter activities, as well as a gain in T3 promoter activity. This result is intriguing because it not only demonstrates that Q758K/R is the mutation responsible for the loss of T3 activity in the T3 pathway, but it shows that the variants from the SP6 pathway are only one mutation away from robust T3 activity.
That different selection pathways and populations within each pathway gave rise to genetic and phenotypic differences following convergent selection suggests that epistatic interactions may have precluded certain populations from achieving high final promoter activity. We therefore examined the phenotypic effects of individual mutations for evidence of epistasis.
Pathway Dependence Arising from Negative Epistasis Between R756C and N748D. The four T3 pathway populations stochastically enriched either N748D or R756C by 192 h. In contrast, the four SP6 pathway populations predominantly enriched R756C, and little or no N748D, by 192 h. We sought to understand the molecular basis of this striking path-dependent outcome.
The abundance of R756C was strongly anticorrelated with the abundance of N748D (Fig. 3A) . Previous biochemical studies on R756, which contacts N748 in the crystal structure (25) (Fig. 3C) , suggested that mutations at this residue might reposition N748 (33) . The epistasis of R756C and N748D is strongly supported by HTS data. If randomly distributed, these mutations should be present in the same clone at a frequency of 20% in T3 population 3 based on the individual abundance of each mutation. Instead, Error bars in B reflect SE (n = 3). (C ) X-ray diffraction structure of T7 RNAP bound to the T7 promoter (25) showing the proximity of N748, R756, and Q758 at the DNA-binding interface. (D) X-ray diffraction structure of T7 RNAP bound to the T7 promoter (25) showing the proximity of E643, F646, E683, and V685. PDB Structure: 1QLN.
both mutations occurred together in only 6% of 6,661 individual T3 population 3 sequencing reads covering both positions. This epistatic interaction between N748D and R756C has important phenotypic consequences, as the 192-h clones that lost T7 promoter recognition activity and do not recognize the SP6 promoter are the clones that contain N748D instead of R756C (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C, clones T3-192-2-3 and T3-192-3-14) , whereas all of the 14 assayed clones containing the R756C maintain T7 promoter activity and obtain SP6 promoter activity as well. Reversion of R756C in a clone from the SP6 pathway that contains this mutation results in a sevenfold loss of final promoter activity (Fig. 3B) . Reversion of N748D in a clone from the T3 pathway also results in a loss of final promoter activity (fourfold), as well as a 15-fold increase in SP6 activity (Fig. 3B) . Introduction of R756C into a clone containing N748D indeed results in an almost complete loss of enzyme activity on all promoters, confirming the strong negative epistasis between these two mutations (Fig. 3B) .
These results collectively provide a detailed explanation for the observed path-dependent "choice" between N748D and R756C. Although N748D and R756C both substantially increase final promoter activity, N748D strongly decreases SP6 promoter recognition. Therefore, SP6 pathway clones evolved R756C and not N748D because their histories necessarily avoided N748D. Even after selection pressure shifts entirely to transcription of the final promoter, epistasis enforces a fitness valley between these two mutations that prevented SP6 pathway clones from acquiring the N748D mutation.
Evolutionary Irreproducibility Arising from Sign Epistasis at F646L.
We next sought to address how SP6 population 3 was able to achieve the highest activity on the final promoter. The most notable genetic differences between sibling SP6 populations is the predominance of F646L in SP6 pathway population 3, compared with its virtual absence in any other population (Fig.  3A) . We speculated that specific epistatic interactions prevented evolutionary parallelism at F646L by enabling high final promoter activity only in specific genetic contexts. Because the biochemical reversion analysis revealed that final promoter recognition requires the synergistic effects of E222K and Q758K/R with either N748D or R756C, and combinations of these core mutations are present in all eight populations from both selection pathways (Fig. 3A) , the unusually high final promoter activity of SP6 population 3 must arise from additional mutations.
Reverting F646L in a clone from SP6 pathway population 3 resulted in a 10-fold decrease in final promoter recognition activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S14D ), indicating that this mutation is important for strong final promoter activity in the genetic background of SP6 population 3. V685A, which is also required for robust final promoter activity in SP6 populations (SI Appendix, Fig. S14 C and D) and is highly enriched in all SP6 pathway populations (>70% at 96 h, and >94% at 192 h), is predicted to contact F646L (25) . E643K, enriched in SP6 population 1, and E683D, enriched in SP6 population 4, are predicted to closely pack next to F646L and V685A, respectively (Fig. 3D) .
The existence of this cluster of highly enriched mutations around the SP6 pathway-specific mutation V685A reveals that this region of the enzyme is an important mutational hotspot for evolving SP6 promoter recognition activity. We note that SP6 pathway population 2, which was unable to achieve high levels of final promoter activity even after ∼40 additional rounds of evolution, does not contain a highly enriched mutation in the direct vicinity of V685A. We therefore hypothesized that F646L may be unusually well suited for final promoter activity in a genetic context that appeared only in that population.
To test whether F646L can enhance the activity of clones with other genetic backgrounds, we introduced the F646L mutation into a variety of other 96-and 192-h clones, isolated from both pathways, which lack additional mutations near residue 685. Although F646L was beneficial to clones isolated from SP6 population 3, this mutation is detrimental when added to clones isolated from all other populations from both the 96-and 192-h time points (Fig. 4) . These results indicate that the ability to benefit from F646L has already been lost by 96 h from all populations other than SP6 population 3, and therefore represents an example of "sign epistasis" (17) , because F646L results in either increased or decreased activity, depending on genetic context. All four SP6 populations had equivalent SP6 activity levels at 96 h and all shared a common set of core mutations, but clones in SP6 population 3 were uniquely able to use F646L for future productive evolution. Interestingly, F646L increased the activity of wild-type T7 RNAP on the T7 promoter (SI Appendix, Fig. S13 ), indicating that seven of the eight populations first acquired mutations that exhibit negative epistasis with F646L. These findings collectively provide a molecular explanation for the basis of the nonreproducibility of evolutionary outcomes even among sibling populations subjected to identical selection histories.
Discussion
Our experimental investigation of evolutionary convergence points to the existence of at least two clusters of local fitness peaks, accessed by the different selection pathways, on the final transcriptional activity fitness landscape (SI Appendix, Fig. S15 ). Populations subjected to the T3 pathway were unable to access the higher-activity cluster discovered by populations exposed to the SP6 pathway, despite being subjected to many generations of evolution on the same final promoter, establishing the importance of selection history in this system and the limitations of convergent selection pressure. Similarly, populations occupying lower fitness peaks within one cluster were unable to colonize higher peaks in the same cluster, directly demonstrating the limits of evolutionary reproducibility, which in the cases studied here was a result of epistasis.
Although we observed key mutations that consistently arise and contribute to overall activity, a result consistent with previous single-gene protein studies (8), we also observed stochastic outcomes between sibling populations subjected to identical selection histories, both phenotypically (such as SP6 populations 2 vs. 3, which evolved 13% vs. 150% average activity on the final promoter, respectively) and genotypically (such as T3 population 2 that enriched N748D vs. T3 population 1, which enriched R756C instead). These observations more closely parallel previous results in RNA-based evolutionary systems, which featured population sizes and total generations (34-37) more similar to those explored by PACE than did previous protein evolution experiments. Taken together, our results demonstrate how the evolution of large protein populations over long evolutionary trajectories, even when subjected to many generations under the same selection pressure, can be strongly influenced both by stochastic occurrences and prior selection history. Surprisingly, epistasisdriven stochasticity within a pathway was a primary determinant of both genotypic outcome and phenotypic evolutionary potential. These results contrast with many previous fixed-endpoint and limited-duration single-gene evolution studies, indicating that parallel protein evolution experiments performed over many rounds of evolution are unlikely to result in highly similar genotypic or phenotypic outcomes. At least for T7 RNAP, the protein tape of life is not highly repetitive.
Divergent populations were even less likely to converge upon the same solution. Only in the grossest phenotypic sense-the ability to recognize the final promoter at any significant activity level-did the evolutionary trajectories studied here exhibit pathway-independence, whereas both the level of final promoter activity as well as the mutations that conferred activity were found to be strongly influenced by evolutionary pathway. Populations guided through the SP6 pathway were more likely to reach a higher activity regime (three of four SP6 pathway populations reached >50% relative activity vs. zero of four for the T3 pathway). This effect may be a result of the order in which mutations must arise, but may also be influenced by the strength and order of the selection pressures along each pathway. The convergence observed during evolution toward T3/final promoter recognition suggests that recognition of the altered SP6 bases at promoter positions −8/−9 may have been the most difficult step of the evolution. That the two pathways were forced to cross the most difficult stages of the specificity change at different times may have been a key determinant of the differing evolutionary outcomes. Future PACE experiments involving more replicate populations, different pathways, other protein activities, or different degrees of pathway divergence may further illuminate the factors governing evolutionary convergence.
Finally, our results have implications for future laboratory evolution efforts. If independent populations and divergent pathways are important outcome determinants during evolution, it may be more effective to subdivide one large evolving population into several isolated subpopulations and to guide those populations through alternative evolutionary stepping-stones. Multiple isolated populations, especially if occasionally subjected to differing selection pressures, may be more likely to avoid local fitness peak traps than a single large population, a result consistent with Sewall Wright's predictions in his original formulation of the fitness landscape (38) .
Methods
For experimental methods see the SI Appendix.
Phage-Assisted Continuous Evolution. PACE was performed as previously described (22) . Briefly, during the single-promoter stages of the evolution the lagoon volumes were fixed at 40 mL and during mixing stages of the evolutions the lagoon volumes were raised to 80 mL to keep the dilution rate constant.
